Simply The Best

PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL DILUTION SYSTEM WITH COMPETITIVE LOCKOUT

Easy to use...just Click-n-Clean
★ Insert the ultra-concentrated refill you want to use.
★ Fill spray bottles, buckets or scrubbers quickly and easily - Your Choice!
★ Remove refill and insert another with ease.

Factory preset dilution ratio ensures accuracy.
★ Proper dilution every time.
★ Guaranteed yields.

Patented Click-n-Clean quick-release feature.
★ Allows fast, easy product changes.
★ No chemical cross contamination.

Proprietary lock-out.
★ Closed system is tamper evident.
★ Helps prevent spills.
★ Reduces misuse of concentrates.

Refill is designed to provide maximum yields.
★ Concentrate and RTU labels match to help reduce dispensing errors.
★ Helps eliminate difficulties from hard water build-up.

Long fill tube reduces foaming.
★ Helps prevent spills.
★ Reduces misuse of concentrates.

MSDS attached to the side of the refill and dispenser for easy, quick reference.
★ Helps prevent spills.
★ Reduces misuse of concentrates.

Closed system is tamper evident.
★ Helps prevent spills.
★ Reduces misuse of concentrates.

New system...
- (pump, venturi, pickup tube, check valve, and fill tube) is provided with every refill.
★ Helps eliminate difficulties from hard water build-up.

Dispensers available:
- PeeWee model requiring 1 refill as shown.
- Jr. model designed for 3 refills.

Backed by our Guarantee of Satisfaction and our Lifetime Warranty

1-800-323-2251
www.triple-s.com